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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. Which command was executed in PowerShell to generate this log? 

A. Get-EventLog -LogName* 

B. Get-EventLog -List 

C. Get-WinEvent -ListLog* -ComputerName localhost 

D. Get-WinEvent -ListLog* 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://lists.xymon.com/archive/2019-March/046125.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is reverse engineering a suspicious file by examining its resources. What does this file
indicate? 

A. a DOS MZ executable format 

B. a MS-DOS executable archive 
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C. an archived malware 

D. a Windows executable file 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/2577545/why-is-this-program-cannot-be-run-in-dos-mode-text-present-i
n-dll-
files#:~:text=The%20linker%20places%20a%20default,using%20the%20%2FSTUB%20linker%20option.andtext=This
%20information%20enables%20Windows%20to,has%20an%20MS-DOS%20stub. 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is performing static analysis of a file received and reported by a user. Which risk is
indicated in this STIX? 

A. The file is redirecting users to a website that requests privilege escalations from the user. 

B. The file is redirecting users to the website that is downloading ransomware to encrypt files. 

C. The file is redirecting users to a website that harvests cookies and stored account information. 

D. The file is redirecting users to a website that is determining users’ geographic location. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. What is the connection status of the ICMP event? 
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A. blocked by a configured access policy rule 

B. allowed by a configured access policy rule 

C. blocked by an intrusion policy rule 

D. allowed in the default action 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

An engineer notices that every Sunday night, there is a two-hour period with a large load of network activity. Upon
further investigation, the engineer finds that the activity is from locations around the globe outside the organization\\'s
service area. What are the next steps the engineer must take? 

A. Assign the issue to the incident handling provider because no suspicious activity has been observed during business
hours. 

B. Review the SIEM and FirePower logs, block all traffic, and document the results of calling the call center. 

C. Define the access points using StealthWatch or SIEM logs, understand services being offered during the hours in
question, and cross-correlate other source events. 

D. Treat it as a false positive, and accept the SIEM issue as valid to avoid alerts from triggering on weekends. 

Correct Answer: A 
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